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Ghost cat donna hill O'er Hillock the ghost
cat cries out in.Hill and the hills! 'Tis the cry
of a ghost, which forever tells the story of its
dead. Tales of Cat Tales. . Reprinted by
permission of the publisher from Past
Imperfect: French evocations of the Home.
Having written a book about his cats, Hill
decided to write a book about ghosts.Heinz
Kielholz Hans Heinrich Kielholz (27 October
1882 – 14 June 1956) was a German
playwright. He became famous mainly
through his theatre works. Life Kielholz was



born in Breslau, the son of an engineer, who
was later appointed as manager of a ballet
school in Karlsruhe, where Kielholz spent his
childhood and school years. At the age of
thirteen he began an apprenticeship at the
Karlsruhe Hof Theatre. Between 1904 and
1909 he studied with the brothers Max
Reinhardt and Erwin Piscator, in Berlin and
Munich, and then taught at the Reutlingen
"Carl-Zeiss-Theater". He wrote sketches and
dramas, and in 1916 was appointed as
director of a theatre company in Karlsruhe,
while being simultaneously a university
lecturer. Kielholz's first play, Eine nächtliche
Reise, was premiered at the
Centralvereinigung theatre in Stuttgart in
August 1916. From the mid-1920s Kielholz
began to turn towards theatre works, often
for children. In the early 1930s he was
employed by the Nazi propaganda ministry.
After the war, he was the director of the
Ruhr Festival (Ruhrseefestival). His first
theatre work, Die dunkle Seite, was
premiered at the Berlin Neuer Berliner
Bühnen on 19 December 1930. The play,
dealing with the First World War, was an
important theatre work. A more famous play
from this time is Eine weisse Rose (A White
Rose), premiered at the "Berliner Bühnen" on
9 February 1931. Kielholz wrote a number of
plays and children's books, among which Das



Schloß der Riesen (The Castle of the Giants,
premiered at the Dresden Neues
Stadttheater on 1 September 1931), and Der
lange Weg der Zweitfrau von N f988f36e3a
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